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Online Catholic Publication Celebrates Two Years of
New Evangelization With New Look
(Houston, TX - February 16, 2015) Inspired by the call to “New Evangelization” by both Pope
John Paul II and Pope Benedict XVI, Tito Edwards, a successful and experienced Web
Content Manager and Social Media Strategist, recognized that the third millennium needed a
publication that could inspire Catholics to “take a stand”. Two years ago, Edwards, President
of Little Vatican Media, launched Catholic Stand, and the online publication has been standing
strong ever since.
The editorial staff at Our Sunday Visitor Magazine, listed Catholic Stand among the best
Catholic sites of 2014, saying,
“Take a stand,” urge the folks behind Catholic Stand. And the
columns here do — without a doubt. This is reading that will make
you think (and maybe squirm).”
In recognizing this 2-year milestone of success, the publication updated their website and
added four photographers to their staff; two professional photographers, Kelli Ann Cresswell
and Emily Byrne, as well as, two amateur photographers, Frank Cash and Cindy Trainque.
Each photographer offers a unique lens in capturing the spirit of the Catholic faith, giving the
publication a fresh appeal.
Led by Editor-in-Chief, Dr. Stacy Trasancos, Ph.D., author of the successful book, “Science
Was Born of Christianity: The Teaching of Fr. Stanley L. Jaki”, the masthead reflects a
powerhouse of writing talent. Supported by an impressive editorial staff, with over 60
columnists ranging from apologists, journalists, a successful Hollywood screenwriter, former
TV producer, physicist, chemist, authors, teachers, scholars, banker, doctors, lawyers,
publisher, NYC cabbie, retired military, theologians, mothers, fathers, and students. The
publication consistently offers readers diverse perspectives on social, moral and theological
issues that affect Catholics both in the pew and well beyond the doors of the Church.

